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RADIO TECHNICAL OPERATIONS COMMITTEE
AGENDA
Board Room, Metro Counties Government Center
May 24, 2017
1:00 – 3:00 p.m.
MEMBERS:
Scott Haas, Chair
Scott County
Ron Jansen, Vice Chair
Dakota County
Jake Thompson
Anoka County
Tim Walsh
Carver County
Rod Olson
City of Minneapolis
Jon Eckel
Chisago County
John Gundersen
Hennepin County
Bob Shogren
Isanti County
Jeff Bjorklund
Metropolitan Airports
Commission
Chad LeVasseur
Metropolitan Council
Scott Gerber
MN Fire Chiefs Association
Dave Pikal
Ramsey County
Chuck Steier
U of M Police, at large
member
Nate Timm
Washington County

Open
Metro Region EMS
Open
MN Chiefs of Police
Association

1. Call to Order
2. Approval of March 2017 Minutes
3. Agenda Items
a. COML Packet – Charles Sloan III (HCMC EMS)
b. CRAE installation of 8TAC91 at Princeton H.S. - Fjerstad
c. Metro Standard 3.23.0 – Connecting to the 800MHz System (Sunset) - Tretter
d. Metro Standard 3.7.0 – Recording of Interoperability Talkgroups - Tretter
e. Metro Standard 3.13.0 – Nationwide 800MHz Conventional Interoperability
Channels - Tretter
4. Moves, Additions & Changes to the System
a. Update on Removal of Voting from Interoperability System – Jansen
5. Committee Reports
a. Metro Mobility System Usage Update—Chad LeVasseur/Dana Rude
b. System Manager’s Group/Metro Owner’s Group Update – Jansen
c. Reports from SECB Committees
i. Steering - Tretter
ii. OTC – Gundersen / Timm
iii. Interoperable Data Committee – Olson / Thompson
iv. IOC –Thompson / Kummer
v. IPAWS – Haas / Williams
vi. Finance / Grants Workgroup- Tretter
d. Super Bowl 52 Communications Workgroup - Olson
6. Other Business
a. Regional Talkgroup Permissions Requests
b. Next Meeting June 28th
7. Adjourn
Scott Haas, Chair

Metropolitan Emergency Services Board
Radio Technical Operations Committee
Meeting Notes
March 22, 2017
Members Present:
Rod Olson, John Gundersen, Dave Pikal, Jon Eckel, Chuck Steier, Jake Thompson, Scott Haas, Nate
Timm, Chad LeVasseur, Scott Gerber, Ron Jansen, Peter Sauter, Chris Kummer.
Guests Present:
Steve Oruadnik; MN DOC, Peter Sauter; Carver County, Charles Sloan III; Hennepin County
Emergency Management, Dan Anderson; HCEM, Rick Juth; ECN, Jim Schnoor, Federal Reserve, Dana
Rude; Metropolitan Council, Dan Nohr; Motorola, Troy Tretter, Jill Rohret; Metropolitan Emergency
Services Board
Call to Order:
Scott Haas called the meeting to order at 1:05 P.M.
Ron Jansen asked to add a request from Dakota County to the agenda for LTACs in three radios as a
waiver to state standard 3.19.0 for three people on the SWAT team. Item was added to the agenda
as 3.h.
Rick Juth asked that Communications Case Studies be added under Other Business. Item was added
to Other Business
M/S/C Motion made by Ron Jansen to approve the March 22, 2017 agenda with the above
modifications. Jon Eckel seconded. Motion.
M/S/C Motion made by Ron Jensen to approve the February, 2017 minutes as amended. Thompson
seconded. Motion carried.

Agenda Items:
City of Minneapolis Participation Plan Amendment
Rod Olson said the City of Minneapolis is requesting a second console site at the MSO.
M/S/C Motion made by Gundersen to approve request to add a second console site at the MSO. Jansen
seconded. Motion carried
COML Packet- Dan Klawitter
Troy Tretter presented to the TOC that Dan Klawitter has met the requirements for COML
M/S/C Motion made by Gundersen to approve Dan Klawitter’s COML Packet Gerber seconded. Motion
carried.
COML Packet- Jacob Cree
Troy Tretter presented to the TOC that Jacob Cree has met the requirements for COML
M/S/C Motion made by Ron Jansen to approve Jacob Cree’s COML Packet Scott Gerber seconded.
Motion carried.
COML Packet – Robert Beem

Troy Tretter presented to the TOC that Robert Beem has met the requirements for COML
M/S/C Motion made by John Gundersen to approve Robert Beem’s COML Packet Rod Olson seconded.
Motion carried.
Metro Standard 3.17.5 – Incident Tactical Dispatcher
Metro Standard 3.17.6 – Radio Operator
Metro Standard 3.17.7 – Incident Communications Center Manager
Chris Kummer said these three standards were brought before the Radio TOC one year ago. It was
decided they would be pushed to the state so they could reside with the COML and COMT
standards. Since that was done in July 2016, nothing has been done with them at the state level.
SWIK has put together a workgroup and the plan is to consolidate all the standards at the state level
into one.
The intent of this request is to establish certification and re-certification in the metro region. All
three standards training are offered at the OEC.
Nate Timm asked Chris how many opportunities there would be to stay certified. Chris said that the
COMLs and the COMT tasks are different and they will have to make the opportunities happen to
use the radios to stay certified.
M/S/C Motion made by Ron Jansen to approve all three of the standards as written to be Metro
Standards and to eventually be sunset at the point when the state takes over. Timm seconded. Motion
carried.
Dakota County Request for Exception of State Standard 3.19.0
Jansen said there are three SWAT team members on the Burnsville Fire Department. They are
requesting the standardized zones be programmed into those radios. He is requesting waivers for
those radios to be programmed as such. These radios would remain with the position on the SWAT
team.
Tretter added that there had been a request to this committee about the time the LTAC Change
Management request by Maple Grove Fire Department for six command fire radios to have the
LTACs programmed in them. They could be transferred from fire to law enforcement and was
approved by this committee. It was not approved.
Jansen is requesting this be approved by the Metro, then it will go to the OTC.
M/S/C Motion made by Gundersen to approve moving forward to request waiver from the state
standard 3.19.0. Thompson seconded. Motion carried.
Move, Additions & Changes to the System
Update on Removal of Voting from Interoperability System
Jansen there were no changes. Tretter noted Kingstack and Hennepin County needed to be finished.
Gundersen said the SATCOW is fully operational and is ready for deployment.

Committee Reports
Metro Mobility System Usage Update
Dana Rude said their Participation Plan is past the OTC. Changes will take place in May. They
continue the CAD discussion of license responsibility.
System Manager’s Group/Metro Owner’s Group Update
Jansen said there were a number of updates to the system. The current 715 upgrade is pretty much
done and on target. Still looking at 717 in 2018. There was a presentation on life cycle roadmap.
Some key features like an edge server that could be purchased. 718 will be the last released version
to support T1 service.
Also discussed was the upcoming Interoperability Conference, the P25 encryption and the LETAC
standard 3.19.0 which will be brought up at the MOG next month.
Reports from SECB Committees
Steering
Tretter said at the last meeting they continued to discuss the federal participation potential of
charging federal partners to use the ARMER system and the cleaning up of the Participation Plans.
Jill Rohret said that there seemed to be some participants that came onto ARMER as
Interoperability participants but looking at their usage they appear to be using the system as a full
participant.
Scott Haas asked if there has been discussion about where those dollars would go if they were to be
charged. Is there a possibility that some of the local entities could recoup their expenses?
Tretter said that item has not as yet been addressed.
OTC
Gundersen said there was an OTC meeting on March 15. A number of items were discussed. One
was a presentation by Jim Schnoor of the Federal Reserve Bank. They asked for more IDs. That was
approved. There was discussion as to whether they should continue be an interop participant
because they have one talkgroup on the system. No decision was made. The metro mobility change
request was approved. The St. Cloud participation plan amendment was approved. It allows then to
try to use data on the ARMER system. There is a continuing project in the OTC led by Kathy
Anderson that reviews standard; primarily name changes etc., not substantive changes. standards
are reviewed. There was discussion on some subscriber testing results on radios that was tabled
until next month after more testing. Lake of the Woods changes were approved. Allina was
approved.
Gundersen reviewed the handout on the Weather Service issue and there was an objection read by
the Northeast region at the last meeting of how the metro was perceived to have favoritism.
Gundersen asked if there was a need for a response from the metro TOC.
Tretter added that here was a change management standard that went before the OTC that was
ultimately voted down by the SECB, and it was brought up at a later meeting that it was perceived
that the metro was given special privileges.

Gundersen we could respond to this to build our case or we will have to continue to work with
these other regions to build comradery.
Tretter said that there was no objection from the Northeast at the February meeting to go back to a
workgroup. The Central Region also had an issue with the Weather Service Standard. Tretter said
that Doris Lake is going to be the 9-1-1 TOC representative to join as the second metro
representative.
Gundersen said perhaps this is something that the MESB should address board to board. Rohret
said she did not think it required any sort of official response because it was not directed to the
SECB. We have the same number of votes as outstate and there is really no advantage in the metro.
We can give talking points, but responding might look defensive.
Interoperable Data Committee
Rod Olson there was a short call in meeting on Tuesday. The only topic was the Task 10 document
from Televate. The workgroup requirement summary was approved.
FirstNet was approved and AT&T is the provider.
Interoperability
Jake Thompson said that Minnesota Power is requesting use of Interop VHF channels. There was a
memo from Jim Stromberg on Super Bowl planning. More information at next meeting. There was
an Interoperability Committee review.
IPAWS
Scott Haas reported the meeting was held at TPT in St. Paul, Multi lingual challenges were discussed
with notifications. No discussion about the IPAWS National Weather Service gateway.
IPAWS and the Monticello training event was discussed. The Wireless emergency alert was
approved for the MAC PSAP.
Finance/Grants Workgroup
Tretter said the amendment for the SECB was approved. There were some dollar allocations that
needed to be readjusted. Cannot reapply for the grants yet. More documentation is needed from
ECN.
Rohret said that there could be amendments to the contracts because there were some PSAP were
omitted from the firewall plan. ECN has come out with some clarifying language regarding PSAPs
that have or will be migrating to SIP by October of this year.
2017 Interoperability Conference May 1-3 (MN Public Safety Emergency Communications
Conference)
Dave Pikal said the registration will be open soon. The agenda is finalized. Tretter added that the
MESB can send up to twenty-five registrants.
Other Business
Regional Talkgroup Permissions Requests
Jim Schnoor of the Federal Reserve Bank requested METACs 1-10. And METCOM. Rod Olson said
that would have a load bearing effect. Tretter said the standard does state they are to be used EOCs,
and Incident Command Centers. Kummer asked if the use case could be explained. Schnoor said it

would be helpful if a direct connection would be similar to what other PSAPs do by calling directly
to HCMC if we need EMS response.
M/S/C Motion made by Ron Jansen to approve the request for the METACs 1-10 and disapprove
request for METCOM access. Chris Kummer seconded. Motion carried.
Communications Case Studies
Rick Juth said there is room at the Public Safety Communications conference to add or two case
studies to the Communications Case Studies Session.
Adjourn
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April 13, 2017
City of Princeton
705 2nd St N
Princeton, MN 55371
Re:

Application for CRAE using 8Tac 91 at Princeton High School, per Standard 3.47.0

The City of Princeton is requesting to install a CRAE (Conventional Resource ARMER Enhancement)
repeater system, using 8Tac91 channel to be used for Emergency Interoperability purposes for inbuilding coverage at Princeton High School.
Currently there is no ARMER portable coverage within the Princeton High School. Emergency
Responders entering the High School are forced to use a SOA channel, which does not give portable to
portable coverage throughout the building. The SOA also limits the Emergency Responders to no access
to Mille Lacs County Dispatch, and other ARMER Talk Group resources. Implementation of the CRAE
system will allow communications to all on site users, and to Mille Lacs dispatch and ARMER talk group
resources, which will be controlled by Mille Lacs County Dispatch.
The intended coverage footprint is designed for in-building penetration using only enough transmit
power from the repeater to penetrate the building. The antenna system will consist of a 0db gain
antenna to help force down the signal into the building. The Federal frequencies and tones will be used
in an analog mode, which are already programmed into existing subscribers.
Mille Lacs County will be the responsible agency.
Mille Lacs County Sheriff
Sheriff Brent Lindgren
640 3rd St SE
Milaca, MN 56353
320-983-8250
Since this CRAE location is within the Central Minnesota Emergency Service Board area, this request will
be forward to them. There are two other regions (Northeast and Metro) that are within the 30-air mile
radius. Once the request is approved by the Central region, it will be forwarded to the other regions for
their approval. Final approval to implement the CRAE will be presented to the Operations and Technical
Committee.
There is no usage of 8Tac 91 within the immediate area (see attachments for state wide use of 8Tac91.
Attached are copies for FCC license schedule D & H.

Mille Lacs Local System Administrator will be responsible for training on this system. In Addition, the
Regional CASM (Communication Asset Survey Mapping) plan will be updated. The local Administrator
will also coordinate with SWIC (statewide Interoperability Coordinator) to add this resource to the
MNFOG (Minnesota Field Operations Guide).
Submitted by
West Central Communications Inc
David Sisser
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Interoperability Standards
3.47.0
Conventional Resource ARMER
Enhancement
02/23/2017
n/a
n/a

Status: Approved

SECB Approval: 02/23/2017

1. Purpose or Objective
This standard authorizes local system administrators to establish radio patches between
conventional RF (radio frequency) resources and dedicated ARMER talkgroups for the purpose
of providing radio coverage in specifically-defined areas insufficiently served by the trunked
ARMER network.
The options identified in this standard shall be known as Conventional Resource ARMER
Enhancement (CRAE).

2. Technical Background


Capabilities

A connection between a strategically-placed gateway device programmed with a conventional
channel and bridged to the ARMER network affords radio coverage in areas not well covered by
ARMER.


Constraints

The CRAE solutions offered in the standard are lower cost alternatives to more sophisticated
options such as Signal Amplifiers (e.g. BDAs). Bridging a conventional channel to ARMER
comes with a variety of limitations. Among them, the following should be considered:
• Conventional radio channels have limited range.
• The options identified in this standard are meant to enhance significant ARMER
coverage deficits but the solution implemented may, itself, be imperfect.
• End users selected to the conventional channel will lose their ability to scan ARMER
resources. While radios may be programmed to allow this functionality it is discouraged
in standard #2.12.0 because of other technical limitations.
• When using a traditional patch as authorized in this standard, typically only voice is
carried between the two systems being bridged. Functions such as emergency buttons
and radio aliases may not pass between the systems.

Conventional Resource ARMER Enhancement
Standard 3.47.0
SECB Approved: PENDING
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•
•

Traditional radio bridges create a short delay and may result in clipping of the first
portion of a voice transmission. Care must be taken to pause between pushing the pushto-talk button and speaking.
The conventional channel identified for the patch must be available in user radios.

Technical guidance should be applied before employing a CRAE solution so that emissions,
coverage area, technical limitations and training needs are understood.

3. Operational Context
A conventional RF resource may be bridged to ARMER to provide supplemental radio coverage
to a geographical area. The gateway device may be either fixed or mobile.
In the case of a fixed CRAE, the area to be served must be clearly defined and the RF solution
should be engineered to provide for that area but not beyond it. The minimal power needed
should be used. Talk-in and talk-out range and power output shall be balanced at a portable
radio’s 3-5 watt talkback range.
Since a conventional channel will be patched to an ARMER talkgroup and talkgroups are a finite
resource, carefull consideration should be given to design a CRAE so that multiple needs in one
small geographic area are resolved with one CRAE solutions rather than with mutliple CRAE
solutions.
The ARMER talk group used for a CRAE must be a local talk group dedicated exclusively to the
patch.
In either a fixed or mobile CRAE, a simplex channel or a repeated channel may be employed and
bridged to an ARMER talk group. The following conventional channels are authorized for use:
Locally Identified Frequencies – Simplex or Repeated
These channels may be used in a simplex or repeated configuration. They may be analog or
digital and may not be encrypted. These channels may be used as dictated by their FCC license.
This option limits availability of this resource to only those who have the locally identified
frequency programmed in to their radio.
7SOA-9 or 7SOA-10 (700 MHz) -- Simplex
These channels must be used in a simplex configuration; they may not be used in a repeated
configuration. 7SOAs used as a CRAE must be digital and may not be encrypted. These
channels may be used for routine, day-to-day business.
This option is available to all ARMER users however these channels are not required to be
programmed in all ARMER radios.
SOA-3 or SOA-4 (800 MHz) -- Simplex
These channels must be used in a simplex configuration; they may not be used in a repeated
configuration. SOAs must be digital and may not be encrypted. These channels may be used
for routine, day-to-day business.
Conventional Resource ARMER Enhancement
Standard 3.47.0
SECB Approved: PENDING
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This option is available to all ARMER users.
800 MHz Non-Federal National Interoperability Channels (8TACs) -- Simplex
These channels may be used in a simplex or repeated configuration. This section defines their
availability for use in a simplex configuration. They must be analog and may not be encrypted.
Normally, these channels should not be used for routine, day-to-day business. These channels
should be used for interoperability purposes.
This option is available to any public safety unit nationwide with an 800 MHz radio, including
all ARMER users.
800 MHz Non-Federal National Interoperability Channels (8TACs) -- Repeated
These channels may be used in a simplex or repeated configuration. This section defines their
availability for use in a repeated configuration. They must be analog and may not be encrypted.
Normally, these channels should not be used for routine, day-to-day business. These channels
should be used for interoperability purposes.
This option is available to any public safety unit nationwide with an 800 MHz radio, including
all ARMER users. As repeated 8TACs are an interoperability asset, repeated 8TACs should be
deployed to allow wide area coverage such as to a rural city or township.

4. Recommended Procedure
Local ARMER system administrators may implement CRAE to enhance coverage in areas
insufficiently served by the trunked ARMER network.
The need or necessity for a CRAE channel to be programmed into radios will be determined by
each agency. If an agency opts to not place this channel into their radios they will be responsible
for any limitations on their ability to communicate within the CRAE coverage area.
Applications for fixed CRAE shall be submitted to the impacted Emergency
Communications/Services region and then to the Operations and Technical Committee of the
SECB for approvals. An impacted region is any region where the CRAE will be employed or
any region within 30 air miles of where the CRAE will be employed.
Application for fixed CRAE shall include:
• A letter explaining the need for a CRAE.
• The intended coverage area and how the coverage footprint will be limited
• The agency who will be responsible for CRAE and contact information.
• A FCC License form 601 schedule D and schedule H showing the CRAE location and
coverage.
• Other CRAE channels within a 30 air mile radius.
Users when entering into a fixed CRAE coverage area with the intent of using the resource will
notify the governing dispatch agency. The agency will be responsible for its use during the event.
Conventional Resource ARMER Enhancement
Standard 3.47.0
SECB Approved: PENDING
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Mobile CRAE solutions may be incorporated into special-use command and communications
vehicles or daily-use vehicles such as squad cars and ambulances. Mobile CRAE solutions do
not need approval from the Operations and Technical Committee of the SECB. They must be
programmed so that only one mobile repeater may be active in a geographical area at a time.
Established NAC and CTCSS tones must be used for all CRAE configurations.
6. Management
The local system administrator is responsible for all pieces of this process including technical
matters, training, and licensing. The local system administrator is also responsible for
coordinating with the Regional CASM (Communications Asset Survey Mapping) Administrator
to add this resource to CASM and for coordinating with the SWIC (Statewide Interoperability
Coordinator) to add this resource to the MNFOG (Minnesota Field Operations Guide).

Conventional Resource ARMER Enhancement
Standard 3.47.0
SECB Approved: PENDING
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METRO REGION
800 MHz Trunked Regional Public Safety Radio System
Standards, Protocols, Procedures
Document Section:
Sub-Section:
Procedure Title:
Date Established:
Replaces Document Dated:
Date Revised:

3 – Interoperability Guidelines Radio TOC Recommendation
Date:
METRO 3.23.0
Connecting to the 800 MHz
System
MESB Approval - Signature:
3/16/01
6/4/01
4/4/08

1. Purpose or Objective
Procedure for connecting to the metro region 800 MHz radio system.
2. Operational Background:
 Capabilities
Users of conventional radios may communicate with radio users on the regional 800 MHz
trunked radio system.
 Constraints
Conventional radio system users may only communicate on those common conventional radio
channels that they are permitted to transmit on and available on an 800MHz console via a soft
patch.
3. Operational Context:
The communications pathways may be used for day to day coordination, for urgent or
emergency mutual aid situations, for task forces, tactical teams, and for other purposes. No new
equipment is required; existing conventional radios can be used.
4. Recommended Protocol/ Standard:
 Permission from the MESB is not required to communicate by means of the existing
conventional channels, such as MINSEF (MINSF VLaw31), National EMS (EMS VMed28),
Statewide Fire Mutual Aid (SwFIRE VFire23) or MIMS. Conventional radio system users
throughout the state of Minnesota (and many government conventional radio system users in
Wisconsin) already have these frequencies in their radio systems. The specific frequency, or
frequencies, in that list that are authorized for use in the radios depends upon the service of
the owner agency for the radios.


Base radio stations may not be added on the METTAC channels in geographic areas beyond
the metro counties as the frequencies used for those channels are used elsewhere in greater
Minnesota.



Installation of new mobile and portable radios is not required as existing radio equipment can
be used. However, use of the system can be enhanced by taking several steps:

METRO 3.23.0 Connecting to the 800 MHz
System
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9 With authorization a radio technician can add the METTAC-A, METTAC-P mobile relay
(repeater) and talk around channels to existing and new, mobile and portable radios.
9 With authorization agencies may add RF Control Stations operating on the METTAC-A,
METTAC-P channels.
9 For METTAC-A and METTAC-P authorization may be received from the Office of
Electronic Communications in the Minnesota Department of Transportation (See Metro
Standard 3.6.0—Use of the METTAC-P and METTAC-A).


Agencies may not add base mobile relay (repeater) radio stations on the METTAC-A,
METTAC-P channels to avoid interference when two separate base transmitters are on the air
at the same time.

5. Recommended Procedure:
Dispatch centers may request that conventional radio users switch to VHF MINSEF (MINSF
VLaw31), National EMS (EMS VMed28), Statewide Fire Mutual Aid (SwFIRE VFire23),
MIMS, METTAC-A, or METTAC-P. If the designated channel has not been installed in the
mobile or portable radio being used, the radio user must inform the dispatch center operator of
that fact.
Dispatch centers may attempt to select another interoperability resource that the radio user has
available.
6. Management
Overall management of the regional public safety radio system is the responsibility of the
Metropolitan Emergency Services Board, with operational management the responsibility of the
Minnesota Department of Transportation.
The specific frequency, or frequencies, for the existing channels MINSEF (MINSF VLaw31),
National EMS (EMS VMed28), Statewide Fire Mutual Aid (SwFIRE VFire23) or MIMS are
authorized for use in radios by the managing agency for the specific channel:





National EMS (EMS VMed28),
Statewide Radio Board
MINSEF (MINSF VLaw31)
Statewide Radio Board
Statewide Fire Mutual Aid (SwFIRE VFire23)
Statewide Radio Board
MIMS-VHF
Statewide Radio Board

METRO 3.23.0 Connecting to the 800 MHz
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1. Purpose or Objective
The purpose of this standard is to establish policy and procedure regarding the recording
of interagency communications, including conventional radio frequency (RF) channels and
common pool talkgroups.
This standard will also establish policy and procedure regarding recording of agency
owned talkgroups.
2. Technical Background
 Capabilities
Conventional RF resources and talkgroups can be logged.
Interoperability talkgroup audio for logging can be reliably captured:
 At central logging Central Electronics Banks (CEBs) or MCC 7500 logging recorders,
and are not dependent upon console activity, subscriber unit activity, zone
affiliation or RF site affiliation.
 By using control stations, which are dependent on RF site affiliation and may affect
loading of the utilized RF site.
Conventional audio can be pulled off of the system without consuming central logging CEB
ports by accessing the audio from the analog side of the interoperability system.
 Constraints
Logging CEBs consume the Zone Audio Switch ports at the rate of 1 port for each 56 logged
audio resources. The Audio Switch ports are in very limited supply and are presently also
used for connecting dispatch centers into the system. An effort must be made to conserve
the Audio Switch ports for agencies to be able to connect to the system.
The ARMER trunked talkgroup audio originates at the Master Sites. Conventional resource
audio can originate at any Master Site or CEB. For logging of ARMER trunked talkgroups
and many conventional resources, an audio path from a Master Site to the requesting
logging location needs to be configured for each audio channel that is to be recorded.
Recording Interoperability Channels and Talkgroups
State Standard 3.7.0
SRB Approval 7/23/2009
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Console logging audio outputs include transmit audio, select, and unselect receive audio.
Console logging audio will only be available for talkgroups that are active at the console
work position. Select receive audio will contain only one talkgroup or conventional
resource. There is no information stored indicating which talkgroup or conventional
resource was recorded from the select receive audio. Unselect audio may contain the
audio from multiple talkgroups and/or conventional resources, resulting in the inability to
understand any of the mixed audio that is recorded. There is no information stored
indicating which talkgroup or conventional resource was recorded from the unselect
receive audio.
3. Operational Context
Changes to talkgroups programmed for output from the central logger CEBs will need to be
performed at the appropriate Master Site.
Other options for logging recorder audio sources are console logging audio outputs and RF
control stations.
One RF control station can be used as a trunking receiver to receive all audio on one
specific talkgroup. Multiple RF control stations, one for each specific talkgroup to be
recorded, may be used at any one recording location. RF control stations can also be used
to record encrypted talkgroups.
4. Recommended Protocol/ Standard
Remote logging to private owner CEBs shall be utilized as much as possible for any new
logging requests, without adding additional private CEBs for logging.
New logging requests may negotiate with other owners to buy them off the central logging
CEBs to relocate their logging locally. This provides vacated ports on the central logging
CEBs for the new logging request.
The interoperability logging shall be left centralized. There are many agencies recording
interoperability audio, and it is more cost effective to pull the audio from one location and
then distribute the audio.
If no other logging solutions meet the need, a system-integrated solution may be required.
Each agency shall be responsible for determining which talkgroups and conventional
resources they wish to record. They shall supply and manage their recorder and make
arrangements with the regional System Administrator for routing the talkgroup audio to
their recording facilities. Central logging CEB audio shall come off a CEB located in the
home zone of the logged talkgroup.
As appropriate, the requesting agency shall coordinate with the Statewide Emergency
Communications Board (SECB) for the cost of CEB logger port hardware and channel bank required
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equipment toroute audio from the master site to the dispatch location. Agencies shall be
responsible for their own data retrieval.
Channel bank equipment installed at the Master Sites shall be owned and maintained by
the State.
5. Recommended Procedure
The Statewide Emergency Commuications Board will make the CEB audio port resource
allocation and cost allocations as per State Standard 1.8.0, Changes and Upgrades.
Requesting agencies will request logger audio port assignments from the Statewide
Emergency Communications Board.
Changes to logger CEB outputs shall be requested through the Regional
System Administrator.
For the central logging CEBs, the System Administrator shall coordinate talkgroup
recording requests to prevent duplicate talkgroup logger output assignments. Logger audio
for shared talkgroups shall be from a single logger audio CEB output and shall be routed to
the different requesting agencies, e.g., mutual aid talkgroups, Emergency Medical Services
(EMS) common channels, etc.
Logger audio for mutual aid talkgroups that are hard patched shall be taken from the
analog side of the hard patch.
6. Management
The Statewide Emergency Communications Board is responsible for the allocation of
logger ports and costs as appropriate.
The Regional System Administrator is responsible for the logger port programming,
configuring of the channel banks, and system documentation.
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1. Purpose or Objective
The purpose of this standard is to establish policy and procedure regarding the recording
of interagency communications, including conventional radio frequency (RF) channels and
common pool talkgroups.
This standard will also establish policy and procedure regarding recording of agency owned
talkgroups.
2. Technical Background
Capabilities
Conventional RF resources and talkgroups can be logged.
Interoperability talkgroup audio for logging can be reliably captured:
• At central logging Central Electronics Banks (CEBs) or MCC 7500 logging recorders,
and are not dependent upon console activity, subscriber unit activity, zone
affiliation or RF site affiliation
• By using control stations, which are dependent on RF site affiliation and may affect
loading of the utilized RF site
Conventional audio can be pulled off of the system without consuming central logging CEB
ports by accessing the audio from the analog side of the interoperability system.
Constraints
Logging CEBs consume the Zone Audio Switch ports at the rate of 1 port for each 56 logged
audio resources. The Audio Switch ports are in very limited supply and are presently also
used for connecting dispatch centers into the system. An effort must be made to conserve
the Audio Switch ports for agencies to be able to connect to the system.
The ARMER trunked talkgroup audio originates at the Master Sites. Conventional resource
audio can originate at any Master Site or CEB. For logging of ARMER trunked talkgroups
and many conventional resources, an audio path from a Master Site to the requesting
logging location needs to be configured for each audio channel that is to be recorded.
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Console logging audio outputs include transmit audio, select, and unselect receive audio.
Console logging audio will only be available for talkgroups that are active at the console
work position. Select receive audio will contain only one talkgroup or conventional
resource. There is no information stored indicating which talkgroup or conventional
resource was recorded from the select receive audio. Unselect audio may contain the
audio from multiple talkgroups and/or conventional resources, resulting in the inability to
understand any of the mixed audio that is recorded. There is no information stored
indicating which talkgroup(s) or conventional resource(s) were recorded from the unselect receive audio.
3. Operational Context
Changes to talkgroups programmed for output from the central logger CEBs will need to be
performed at the appropriate Master Site.
Other options for logging recorder audio sources are console logging audio outputs and RF
control stations.
One RF control station can be used as a trunking receiver to receive all audio on one
specific talkgroup. Multiple RF control stations, one for each specific talkgroup to be
recorded, may be used at any one recording location. RF control stations can also be used
to record encrypted talkgroups.
4. Recommended Protocol/ Standard
Remote logging to private owner CEBs shall be utilized as much as possible for any new
logging requests, without adding additional private CEBs for logging.
New logging requests may negotiate with other owners to buy them off the central logging
CEBs to relocate their logging locally. This provides vacated ports on the central logging
CEBs for the new logging request.
The interoperability logging shall be left centralized. There are many agencies recording
interoperability audio, and it is more cost effective to pull the audio from one location and
then distribute the audio.
If no other logging solutions meet the need, a system-integrated solution may be required.
Each agency shall be responsible for determining which talkgroups and conventional
resources they wish to record. They shall supply and manage their recorder and make
arrangements with the regional System Administrator for routing the talkgroup audio to
their recording facilities. Central logging CEB audio shall come off a CEB located in the
home zone of the logged talkgroup.
As appropriate, the requesting agency shall coordinate with the Statewide Radio Board
(SRB) for the cost of CEB logger port hardware and channel bank equipment required to
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route audio from the master site to the dispatch location. Agencies shall be responsible for
their own data retrieval.
Channel bank equipment installed at the Master Sites shall be owned and maintained by the
State.
5. Recommended Procedure
The Statewide Radio Board will make the CEB audio port resource allocation and cost
allocations as per Section 1.8.0, Changes and Upgrades, of the standards. Requesting
agencies will request logger audio port assignments from the Statewide Radio Board.
Changes to logger CEB outputs shall be requested through the regional System
Administrator.
For the central logging CEBs, the System Administrator shall coordinate talkgroup
recording requests to prevent duplicate talkgroup logger output assignments. Logger audio
for shared talkgroups shall be from a single logger audio CEB output and shall be routed to
the different requesting agencies, e.g., mutual aid talkgroups, Emergency Medical Services
(EMS) common channels, etc.
Logger audio for mutual aid talkgroups that are hard patched shall be taken from the
analog side of the hard patch.
6. Management
The Statewide Radio Board is responsible for the allocation of logger ports and costs as
appropriate.
The Regional System Administrator is responsible for the logger port programming,
configuring of the channel banks, and system documentation.
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1. Purpose or Objective
To establish procedures for the use of 800 MHz conventional mobile relay (two-frequency
repeater) radio channels for intercommunications between radio users on different 800 MHz
radio systems.
2. Operational Background:
Capabilities
There are five 800 MHz mobile relay frequency pairs that the FCC has assigned
exclusively for interoperability communications between radio users on different 800
MHz radio systems. One of these frequency pairs is reserved by the FCC as a calling channel,
and the other four are reserved for intercommunications between radio users. The calling
channel is named 8CALL90 and the other four channels are named 8TAC91, 8TAC92, 8TAC93,
and 8TAC94. These frequency pairs are to be used with analog modulation in a 20 kHz
bandwidth, mobile relay (repeater) mode and/or direct radio-to-radio “talk around” mode for
scene of action interoperability. These frequency pairs may be licensed for use in any or all
separate 800 MHz radio systems. The digital modulation radios that will be used in the new
regional 800 MHz trunked radio system are capable of operating with analog modulation of
4.0 kHz.
The regional 800 MHz trunked radio system has two mobile relay stations each operating
on one of these five frequency pairs with those stations located at the City Center site for
maximum coverage area. One of those stations is on the calling frequency pair 8CALL90, and
the other is 8TAC91. In addition to the region-wide mobile relay stations on 8CALL90 and
8TAC91, there is a sub-regional mobile relay station within Hennepin County on 8TAC94
consisting of 8 receiver sites and a transmitter site at Plymouth, MN. 8TAC94 is hardwired
into a VHF/ UHF/ 800 MHz tri-band nationwide TAC channel system which can be soft
patched to ARMER 800 MHz trunked talkgroups. This will facilitate not only communications
Metro 3.13.0 Nationwide 800 MHz Conventional
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among different 800 MHz users within Hennepin County, but cross band among and between
VHF and UHF users as well. There will also be transportable mobile relay stations on the
other two frequency pairs.

Constraints
If one or more of these frequency pairs is selected in a mobile or portable radio in the regional
radio system, the radio user will lose the priority revert feature as part of the talk group
scanning function.
The 8CALL90 and 8TAC radio frequencies are in the NPSPAC band of 800 MHz frequencies
and mobile and portable radios must be able to function in compliance with NPSPAC
specifications to use these channels.
There is only one transmitter on the 8CALL90 and one transmitter on the 8TAC91 channel
located at the City Center Building site. There are 18 receivers scattered over nine counties
with the best audio selected in a voting comparator on the receive side of the mobile relay.
Therefore, the receive coverage geographic area is greater than the talk out geographic area.
8TAC94 coverage is generally limited to the areas in and immediately around Hennepin
County.
Once a patchable resource is included in a manual (soft) patch, then that resource is not
available for patching again. Only the dispatch operator who set up the manual patch can add
or delete additional members to or from the manual patch.
3. Operational Context:
These 800 MHz interoperability frequency pairs may be used for day to day interagency
coordination, for urgent or emergency mutual aid situations, and/or for task teams or for
other purposes where coordination between radio users on separate 800 MHz radio systems
must intercommunicate to perform assigned duties.
These frequency pairs shall not be used for intercommunications between radio users who
are on the same radio system infrastructure.
4. Recommended Protocol/ Standard:
8CALL90 - FCC Calling Channel
TG Requirements
Highly Recommended
Recommended
Optional
Not Allowed

For Whom?
None
All
None
None
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Cross Patch Standard YES / NO
Soft Patch
Yes
Hard Patch
No

To Talk Group(s)
Permitted Resources
NA

8TACs Channels
TG Requirements
Highly Recommended
Recommended
Optional
Not Allowed

For Whom?
None
All
None
None

Cross Patch Standard YES / NO
Soft Patch
Yes 8TAC91 through 4
Hard Patch
No

To Talk Group(s)
Permitted Resources
NA

•

8TAC94 may be temporarily (soft) patched to the HCOMMON talkgroup or another
selected talkgroup so that trunked radio users can scan that channel without losing the
priority revert feature.

•

8TAC91 shall not be included in a permanent (hard) patch in order to provide the ability
to place 8TAC91 into a manual (soft) patch by any dispatch console operator as detailed
later in this document
It is recommended that all radio users on other 800 MHz radio systems have the 8CALL90,
8TAC91, 8TAC92, 8TAC93 and 8TAC94 channels in selector slots on all of the mobile and
portable radios used by law enforcement, fire and EMS personnel. It is recommended that
public service personnel using these other 800 MHz radio systems also have 8CALL, and
8TAC91 programmed into the radios used.
Agencies using the regional 800 MHz radio system may also have the conventional
8CALL90 and 8TAC91-94 mobile relay stations included in their fleet maps. These are for
use when travelling outside the coverage area of the regional 800 MHz radio system but
into another 800 MHz system with base radio facilities on those channels.
The Primary PSAP regional dispatch centers shall monitor the 8CALL90 channel at all
times and be equipped to transmit on these channels. The 8CALL90 channel may be
monitored in any other dispatch center and/or by as many dispatch center operators as
the system manager responsible for managing the center selects.
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The 8CALL90 and 8TAC91 conventional mobile relay stations shall be recorded. For
details see Section 3.1f Recording Interagency Talk Groups.
Transportable mobile relay stations on the 8TAC92 and 3 conventional channels may be
installed in mobile command posts. No agency shall utilize a transportable mobile
relay station on 8CALL90, 8TAC91 or 8TAC94 to avoid interference with the fixed
stations on those channels.
Any government entity using an 800 MHz radio system may add a repeater talk around
radio channel in radios on the 8TAC conventional channels.
The talk around 8TAC radio channels are also available for use with on scene cross band
repeat or cross band patch operations such as VHF to 800 MHz or UHF to 800 MHz.
5. Recommended Procedure:
Most of the time, an event that requires agency coordination will begin on the main dispatch
radio channel of one of the public safety dispatch centers. The dispatch center operator
that handles the event initially shall become the responsible dispatch operator and
shall provide dispatch service to all personnel in all units participating in the event
activities.
If that dispatch center is on the regional 800 MHz radio system, and coordination is
required with personnel in units on another 800 MHz radio system, the responsible
dispatch center operator shall tell the units in his or her agency that are involved in the
event to switch to the 8TAC91 trunked talk group and initiate a manual (soft) patch
between the talk group and the 8TAC91 conventional repeater channel. The dispatch
center operator that set up the soft patch shall be responsible for breaking the soft patch
when there is no further need for the patch.
If the responsible dispatch center operator is on a VHF or UHF radio system, and
personnel in units on multiple 800 MHz radio system are also involved, either:
The responsible dispatch center operator shall soft patch a VHF/UHF mutual aid
channel to the conventional 8TAC91 mobile relay station, or
Ask a dispatch center operator in another dispatch center with the capability to create
the soft patch, and proceed as described in the above paragraph.
If agency coordination is required for a time period longer than a few hours, or if the
area where the 800 MHz to 800 MHz agency coordination is needed does not have good
network coverage, one of the transportable mobile relay stations in a mobile
communications van shall be sent to the area of the event operations. Communications
shall then be reassigned from 8TAC91 to 8TAC92 or 3.
If a government radio user from outside the metropolitan Minneapolis-St. Paul
geographic area that is using an 800 MHz radio system comes into the area and
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needs assistance, that outside radio user may call on the 8CALL90 channel. The called
unit and/or State Patrol dispatch center operator shall respond to that call.
If the requested PSAP does not respond to the 8CALL90 call, a Hennepin County
Sheriff’s dispatch or any other dispatch center operator shall respond and serve the
caller.
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6. Management
Any 800 MHz radio system user may obtain a license for mobile and portable radio use of the
8CALL90 and 8TAC radio channels.
Dispatch center managers for 800 MHz radio systems with access to the 8TAC91 channel, or a
talk group patchable to that channel, shall prepare procedures for use of the 8TAC91 channel
that is consistent with this procedure.
Dispatch center managers shall prepare and conduct initial and continuing training for
dispatch center operators on the procedures that are established for use of the 8CALL90 and
8TAC channels that are consistent with this procedure.
Responsibility for monitoring the use of and for recommending modifications to this
procedure shall be a function of the Radio Technical Operations Committee.
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1. Purpose or Objective
To establish procedures for the use of 800 MHz conventional mobile relay (two-frequency
repeater) radio channels for intercommunications between radio users on different 800 MHz
radio systems.
2. Operational Background:
Capabilities
There are five 800 MHz mobile relay frequency pairs that the FCC has assigned
exclusively for interoperability communications between radio users on different 800
MHz radio systems. One of these frequency pairs is reserved by the FCC as a calling channel,
and the other four are reserved for intercommunications between radio users. The calling
channel is named 8CALL90 and the other four channels are named 8TAC91, 8TAC92, 8TAC93,
and 8TAC94. These frequency pairs are to be used with analog modulation in a 20 kHz
bandwidth, mobile relay (repeater) mode and/or direct radio-to-radio “talk around” mode for
scene of action interoperability. These frequency pairs may be licensed for use in any or all
separate 800 MHz radio systems. The digital modulation radios that will be used in the new
regional 800 MHz trunked radio system are capable of operating with analog modulation of
4.0 kHz.
The regional 800 MHz trunked radio system has two mobile relay stations each operating
on one of these five frequency pairs with those stations located at the City Center site for
maximum coverage area. One of those stations is on the calling frequency pair 8CALL90, and
the other is 8TAC91. In addition to the region-wide mobile relay stations on 8CALL90 and
8TAC91, there is a sub-regional mobile relay station within Hennepin County on 8TAC94
consisting of 8 receiver sites and a transmitter site at Plymouth, MN. 8TAC94 is hardwired
into a VHF/ UHF/ 800 MHz tri-band nationwide TAC channel system which can be soft
patched to ARMER 800 MHz trunked talkgroups. This will facilitate not only communications
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among different 800 MHz users within Hennepin County, but cross band among and between
VHF and UHF users as well. There will also be transportable mobile relay stations on the
other two frequency pairs.

Constraints
If one or more of these frequency pairs is selected in a mobile or portable radio in the regional
radio system, the radio user will lose the priority revert feature as part of the talk group
scanning function.
The 8CALL90 and 8TAC radio frequencies are in the NPSPAC band of 800 MHz frequencies
and mobile and portable radios must be able to function in compliance with NPSPAC
specifications to use these channels.
There is only one transmitter on the 8CALL90 and one transmitter on the 8TAC91 channel
located at the City Center Building site. There are 18 receivers scattered over nine counties
with the best audio selected in a voting comparator on the receive side of the mobile relay.
Therefore, the receive coverage geographic area is greater than the talk out geographic area.
8TAC94 coverage is generally limited to the areas in and immediately around Hennepin
County.
Once a patchable resource is included in a manual (soft) patch, then that resource is not
available for patching again. Only the dispatch operator who set up the manual patch can add
or delete additional members to or from the manual patch.
3. Operational Context:
These 800 MHz interoperability frequency pairs may be used for day to day interagency
coordination, for urgent or emergency mutual aid situations, and/or for task teams or for
other purposes where coordination between radio users on separate 800 MHz radio systems
must intercommunicate to perform assigned duties.
These frequency pairs shall not be used for intercommunications between radio users who
are on the same radio system infrastructure.
4. Recommended Protocol/ Standard:
8CALL90 - FCC Calling Channel
TG Requirements
Highly Recommended
Recommended
Optional
Not Allowed

For Whom?
None
All
None
None
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Cross Patch Standard YES / NO
Soft Patch
Yes
Hard Patch
No

To Talk Group(s)
Permitted Resources
NA

8TACs Channels
TG Requirements
Highly Recommended
Recommended
Optional
Not Allowed

For Whom?
None
All
None
None

Cross Patch Standard YES / NO
Soft Patch
Yes 8TAC91 through 4
Hard Patch
No

To Talk Group(s)
Permitted Resources
NA

•

8TAC94 may be temporarily (soft) patched to the HCOMMON talkgroup or another
selected talkgroup so that trunked radio users can scan that channel without losing the
priority revert feature.

•

8TAC91 shall not be included in a permanent (hard) patch in order to provide the ability
to place 8TAC91 into a manual (soft) patch by any dispatch console operator as detailed
later in this document
It is recommended that all radio users on other 800 MHz radio systems have the 8CALL90,
8TAC91, 8TAC92, 8TAC93 and 8TAC94 channels in selector slots on all of the mobile and
portable radios used by law enforcement, fire and EMS personnel. It is recommended that
public service personnel using these other 800 MHz radio systems also have 8CALL, and
8TAC91 programmed into the radios used.
Agencies using the regional 800 MHz radio system may also have the conventional
8CALL90 and 8TAC91-94 mobile relay stations included in their fleet maps. These are for
use when travelling outside the coverage area of the regional 800 MHz radio system but
into another 800 MHz system with base radio facilities on those channels.
The Primary PSAP regional dispatch centers shall monitor the 8CALL90 channel at all
times and be equipped to transmit on these channels. The 8CALL90 channel may be
monitored in any other dispatch center and/or by as many dispatch center operators as
the system manager responsible for managing the center selects.
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The 8CALL90 and 8TAC91 conventional mobile relay stations shall be recorded. For
details see Metro Standard Section 3.7.0.1f Recording Interoperability Interagency Talk
Groups.
Transportable mobile relay stations on the 8TAC92 and 3 conventional channels may be
installed in mobile command posts. No agency shall utilize a transportable mobile
relay station on 8CALL90, 8TAC91 or 8TAC94 to avoid interference with the fixed
stations on those channels.
Any government entity using an 800 MHz radio system may add a repeater talk around
radio channel in radios on the 8TAC conventional channels.
The talk around 8TAC radio channels are also available for use with on scene cross band
repeat or cross band patch operations such as VHF to 800 MHz or UHF to 800 MHz.
5. Recommended Procedure:
Most of the time, an event that requires agency coordination will begin on the main dispatch
radio channel of one of the public safety dispatch centers. The dispatch center operator
that handles the event initially shall become the responsible dispatch operator and
shall provide dispatch service to all personnel in all units participating in the event
activities.
If that dispatch center is on the regional 800 MHz radio system, and coordination is
required with personnel in units on another 800 MHz radio system, the responsible
dispatch center operator shall tell the units in his or her agency that are involved in the
event to switch to the 8TAC91 trunked talk group and initiate a manual (soft) patch
between the talk group and the 8TAC91 conventional repeater channel. The dispatch
center operator that set up the soft patch shall be responsible for breaking the soft patch
when there is no further need for the patch.
If the responsible dispatch center operator is on a VHF or UHF radio system, and
personnel in units on multiple 800 MHz radio system are also involved, either:
1. The responsible dispatch center operator shall soft patch a VHF/UHF mutual aid
channel to the conventional 8TAC91 mobile relay station, or
2. Ask a dispatch center operator in another dispatch center with the capability to
create the soft patch, and proceed as described in the above paragraph.
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If agency coordination is required for a time period longer than a few hours, or if the
area where the 800 MHz to 800 MHz agency coordination is needed does not have good
network coverage, one of the transportable mobile relay stations in a mobile
communications van shall be sent to the area of the event operations. Communications
shall then be reassigned from 8TAC91 to 8TAC92 or 8TAC93.
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If a government radio user from outside the metropolitan Minneapolis-St. Paul
geographic area that is using an 800 MHz radio system comes into the area and needs
assistance, that outside radio user may call on the 8CALL90 channel. The called unit and/or
State Patrol dispatch center operator shall respond to that call.
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If the requested PSAP does not respond to the 8CALL90 call, a Hennepin County Sheriff’s
dispatch or any other dispatch center operator shall respond and serve the caller.
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6. Management
Any 800 MHz radio system user may obtain a license for mobile and portable radio use of the
8CALL90 and 8TAC radio channels.
Dispatch center managers for 800 MHz radio systems with access to the 8TAC91 channel, or a
talk group patchable to that channel, shall prepare procedures for use of the 8TAC91 channel
that is consistent with this procedure.
Dispatch center managers shall prepare and conduct initial and continuing training for
dispatch center operators on the procedures that are established for use of the 8CALL90 and
8TAC channels that are consistent with this procedure.
Responsibility for monitoring the use of and for recommending modifications to this
procedure shall be a function of the Radio Technical Operations Committee.
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1. Purpose or Objective
To establish procedures for the use of 800 MHz conventional mobile relay (two-frequency
repeater) radio channels for intercommunications between radio users on different 800 MHz
radio systems.
2. Operational Background:
Capabilities
There are five 800 MHz mobile relay frequency pairs that the FCC has assigned
exclusively for interoperability communications between radio users on different 800
MHz radio systems. One of these frequency pairs is reserved by the FCC as a calling channel,
and the other four are reserved for intercommunications between radio users. The calling
channel is named 8CALL90 and the other four channels are named 8TAC91, 8TAC92, 8TAC93,
and 8TAC94. These frequency pairs are to be used with analog modulation in a 20 kHz
bandwidth, mobile relay (repeater) mode and/or direct radio-to-radio “talk around” mode for
scene of action interoperability. These frequency pairs may be licensed for use in any or all
separate 800 MHz radio systems. The digital modulation radios that will be used in the new
regional 800 MHz trunked radio system are capable of operating with analog modulation of
4.0 kHz.
The regional 800 MHz trunked radio system has two mobile relay stations each operating
on one of these five frequency pairs with those stations located at the City Center site for
maximum coverage area. One of those stations is on the calling frequency pair 8CALL90, and
the other is 8TAC91. In addition to the region-wide mobile relay stations on 8CALL90 and
8TAC91, there is a sub-regional mobile relay station within Hennepin County on 8TAC94
consisting of 8 receiver sites and a transmitter site at Plymouth, MN. 8TAC94 is hardwired
into a VHF/ UHF/ 800 MHz tri-band nationwide TAC channel system which can be soft
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patched to ARMER 800 MHz trunked talkgroups. This will facilitate not only communications
among different 800 MHz users within Hennepin County, but cross band among and between
VHF and UHF users as well. There will also be transportable mobile relay stations on the
other two frequency pairs.
Constraints
If one or more of these frequency pairs is selected in a mobile or portable radio in the regional
radio system, the radio user will lose the priority revert feature as part of the talk group
scanning function.
The 8CALL90 and 8TAC radio frequencies are in the NPSPAC band of 800 MHz frequencies
and mobile and portable radios must be able to function in compliance with NPSPAC
specifications to use these channels.
There is only one transmitter on the 8CALL90 and one transmitter on the 8TAC91 channel
located at the City Center Building site. There are 18 receivers scattered over nine counties
with the best audio selected in a voting comparator on the receive side of the mobile relay.
Therefore, the receive coverage geographic area is greater than the talk out geographic area.
8TAC94 coverage is generally limited to the areas in and immediately around Hennepin
County.
Once a patchable resource is included in a manual (soft) patch, then that resource is not
available for patching again. Only the dispatch operator who set up the manual patch can add
or delete additional members to or from the manual patch.
3. Operational Context:
These 800 MHz interoperability frequency pairs may be used for day to day interagency
coordination, for urgent or emergency mutual aid situations, and/or for task teams or for
other purposes where coordination between radio users on separate 800 MHz radio systems
must intercommunicate to perform assigned duties.
These frequency pairs shall not be used for intercommunications between radio users who
are on the same radio system infrastructure.
4. Recommended Protocol/ Standard:
8CALL90 - FCC Calling Channel
TG Requirements
Highly Recommended
Recommended
Optional
Not Allowed

For Whom?
None
All
None
None
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Cross Patch Standard YES / NO
Soft Patch
Yes
Hard Patch
No

To Talk Group(s)
Permitted Resources
NA

8TACs Channels
TG Requirements
Highly Recommended
Recommended
Optional
Not Allowed

For Whom?
None
All
None
None

Cross Patch Standard YES / NO
Soft Patch
Yes 8TAC91 through 4
Hard Patch
No

To Talk Group(s)
Permitted Resources
NA

•

8TAC94 may be temporarily (soft) patched to the HCOMMON talkgroup or another
selected talkgroup so that trunked radio users can scan that channel without losing the
priority revert feature.

•

8TAC91 shall not be included in a permanent (hard) patch in order to provide the ability
to place 8TAC91 into a manual (soft) patch by any dispatch console operator as detailed
later in this document
It is recommended that all radio users on other 800 MHz radio systems have the 8CALL90,
8TAC91, 8TAC92, 8TAC93 and 8TAC94 channels in selector slots on all of the mobile and
portable radios used by law enforcement, fire and EMS personnel. It is recommended that
public service personnel using these other 800 MHz radio systems also have 8CALL, and
8TAC91 programmed into the radios used.
Agencies using the regional 800 MHz radio system may also have the conventional
8CALL90 and 8TAC91-94 mobile relay stations included in their fleet maps. These are for
use when travelling outside the coverage area of the regional 800 MHz radio system but
into another 800 MHz system with base radio facilities on those channels.
The Primary PSAP regional dispatch centers shall monitor the 8CALL90 channel at all
times and be equipped to transmit on these channels. The 8CALL90 channel may be
monitored in any other dispatch center and/or by as many dispatch center operators as
the system manager responsible for managing the center selects.
The 8CALL90 and 8TAC91 conventional mobile relay stations shall be recorded. For
details see Metro Standard 3.7.0 Recording Interoperability Talk Groups.
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Transportable mobile relay stations on the 8TAC92 and 3 conventional channels may be
installed in mobile command posts. No agency shall utilize a transportable mobile
relay station on 8CALL90, 8TAC91 or 8TAC94 to avoid interference with the fixed
stations on those channels.
Any government entity using an 800 MHz radio system may add a repeater talk around
radio channel in radios on the 8TAC conventional channels.
The talk around 8TAC radio channels are also available for use with on scene cross band
repeat or cross band patch operations such as VHF to 800 MHz or UHF to 800 MHz.
5. Recommended Procedure:
Most of the time, an event that requires agency coordination will begin on the main dispatch
radio channel of one of the public safety dispatch centers. The dispatch center operator
that handles the event initially shall become the responsible dispatch operator and
shall provide dispatch service to all personnel in all units participating in the event
activities.
If that dispatch center is on the regional 800 MHz radio system, and coordination is
required with personnel in units on another 800 MHz radio system, the responsible
dispatch center operator shall tell the units in his or her agency that are involved in the
event to switch to the 8TAC91 trunked talk group and initiate a manual (soft) patch
between the talk group and the 8TAC91 conventional repeater channel. The dispatch
center operator that set up the soft patch shall be responsible for breaking the soft patch
when there is no further need for the patch.
If the responsible dispatch center operator is on a VHF or UHF radio system, and
personnel in units on multiple 800 MHz radio system are also involved, either:
1. The responsible dispatch center operator shall soft patch a VHF/UHF mutual aid
channel to the conventional 8TAC91 mobile relay station, or
2. Ask a dispatch center operator in another dispatch center with the capability to create
the soft patch, and proceed as described in the above paragraph.
If agency coordination is required for a time period longer than a few hours, or if the
area where the 800 MHz to 800 MHz agency coordination is needed does not have good
network coverage, one of the transportable mobile relay stations in a mobile
communications van shall be sent to the area of the event operations. Communications
shall then be reassigned from 8TAC91 to 8TAC92 or 8TAC93.
If a government radio user from outside the metropolitan Minneapolis-St. Paul
geographic area that is using an 800 MHz radio system comes into the area and
needs assistance, that outside radio user may call on the 8CALL90 channel. The called
unit and/or State Patrol dispatch center operator shall respond to that call. If the
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requested PSAP does not respond to the 8CALL90 call, a Hennepin County Sheriff’s
dispatch or any other dispatch center operator shall respond and serve the caller.
6. Management
Any 800 MHz radio system user may obtain a license for mobile and portable radio use of the
8CALL90 and 8TAC radio channels.
Dispatch center managers for 800 MHz radio systems with access to the 8TAC91 channel, or a
talk group patchable to that channel, shall prepare procedures for use of the 8TAC91 channel
that is consistent with this procedure.
Dispatch center managers shall prepare and conduct initial and continuing training for
dispatch center operators on the procedures that are established for use of the 8CALL90 and
8TAC channels that are consistent with this procedure.
Responsibility for monitoring the use of and for recommending modifications to this
procedure shall be a function of the Radio Technical Operations Committee.
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